SPECIAL COUNCIL

Thursday 17 November 2016

7.30 pm
Council Chamber
South Norfolk House, Cygnet Court, Long Stratton, Norwich, NR15 2XE

Mr G Wheatley – Chairman of the Council
Mr B Duffin – Vice-Chairman of the Council

If you have any special requirements in order to attend this meeting, please let us know in advance
Large print version can be made available

This meeting may be filmed, recorded or photographed by the public; however anyone who wishes to do so must inform the Chairman and ensure it is done in a non-disruptive and public manner. Please review the Council's guidance on filming and recording meetings available in the meeting room.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Meetings</th>
<th>Cavell &amp; Colman Rooms 6.30pm</th>
<th>Blomefield Room 6.30 pm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Democrats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact: Claire White on 01508 533669 or democracy@s-norfolk.gov.uk
Agenda

1. Apologies for Absence

2. Urgent Items:

   Any items of business which the Chairman decides should be considered as matters of urgency pursuant to Section 100 B (4) (b) of the Local Government Act, 1972; [Urgent business may only be taken if, "by reason of special circumstances" (which will be recorded in the minutes), the Chairman of the meeting is of the opinion that the item should be considered as a matter of urgency.]

3. To Receive Declarations of Interest from Members

   (please see guidance – page 3)

4. Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority

   (report attached – page 4)
DEclarations of interest AT RtEETings

Members are asked to declare any interests they have in the meeting. Members are required to identify the nature of the interest and the agenda item to which it relates.

- In the case of other interests, the member may speak and vote on the matter.
- If it is a pecuniary interest, the member must withdraw from the meeting when it is discussed.
- If it affects or relates to a pecuniary interest the member has, they have the right to make representations to the meeting as a member of the public but must then withdraw from the meeting.
- Members are also requested when appropriate to make any declarations under the Code of Practice on Planning and Judicial matters.

- In any case, members have the right to remove themselves from the meeting or the voting if they consider, in the circumstances, it is appropriate to do so.

Should Members have any concerns relating to interests they have, they are encouraged to contact the Monitoring Officer (or Deputy) or another member of the Democratic Services Team in advance of the meeting.
Report of the Chief Executive
Cabinet Member: John Fuller, Economy and External Affairs

CONTACT
Sandra Dinneen, 01508 533603
sdinneen@s-norfolk.gov.uk
1. Introduction

1.1 This report follows discussion at Council on 30th June 2016 of the report: ‘East Anglia Devolution: Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Proposal’. The minutes of that meeting highlight that Council decided to: “endorse signing of the Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Agreement by the Leader and support the publication of a draft Scheme to create a Norfolk and Suffolk Mayoral Combined Authority for consultation.” This decision was subsequently endorsed and agreed by Cabinet.

1.2 The report provides: a summary of the consultation responses; updates on the devolution process and a summary of a draft statutory order to establish a Mayoral Combined Authority for Norfolk and Suffolk with the content of the draft order attached at appendix A for the Council’s consideration.

1.3 In order to realise the benefits associated with Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal and maximise potential for future devolution deals, this report asks the Council to endorse being included in an Order that will be laid before Parliament by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, to create a Norfolk and Suffolk Mayoral Combined Authority that will receive devolved powers and funding. As this is an Executive Decision, the recommendations of Council will be formally considered by Cabinet immediately following the Council meeting.

2. Background

2.1 In order to create a Mayoral Combined Authority for Norfolk and Suffolk, there is a legislative requirement for Authorities proposing to participate in that Mayoral Combined Authority to consent to being included in an Order to be laid before Parliament for the establishment of the Mayoral Combined Authority.

2.2 The Secretary of State has indicated his preliminary view that the creation of a Mayoral Combined Authority for Norfolk and Suffolk meets the statutory test to: “improve the exercise of the statutory functions in the area”. In addition, the Secretary of State will have considered the evidence in the Governance Review (discussed as part of the June Council debates) that the proposed areas of Norfolk and Suffolk represent a functional economic area as well as the outputs from the consultation and any other representations.
2.3 If the Authorities do not consent to the Order, it will not be laid before Parliament, the Mayoral Combined Authority will not be established and the Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal will no longer stand. The opportunities to develop the benefits of the devolution process, access additional funding offered in the Deal and establish greater local determination over policy and spending priorities will no longer be available.

3. Current Position

The Norfolk and Suffolk Deal

3.1 The Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal is an ambitious first step in securing greater local autonomy, accountability and control over new and existing centrally held powers and funding. It offers the opportunity for a step change in the relationship with Government and having local certainty and control over resources that will help local people, places and businesses reach their full potential.

3.2 Key elements of the Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal include:

- £25 million a year of new money for the next 30 years (£750 million) to support economic growth, development of local infrastructure & jobs. 40% (£10m) of this can be used to borrow in the order of £100 - £150 million to invest in growth, housing and jobs.
- £100 million over five years of new money to support the building of new homes across Norfolk and Suffolk. Recognising the housing market conditions in Norwich and Ipswich, Government will also provide the Combined Authority with an additional £30 million over five years, split equally for Norwich and Ipswich Borough, to meet its housing needs.
- A guaranteed £225 million annual transport budget until 2021
- Control of an existing c£20 million a year adult skills funding to ensure the training offer matches the needs of local businesses and the local labour market.
- Control of an existing c£2 million Apprenticeship Grant for Employers (AGE grant) to enable funding to better meet the needs of local Norfolk and Suffolk employers.
- Greater control over who delivers transport services in Norfolk and Suffolk and how, rather than it being imposed on us by Central Government.
• More control and influence over investment in key roads across Norfolk and Suffolk, so that local priorities and concerns can be met
• A commitment that relevant authorities and partners take a Norfolk and Suffolk wide approach to flood & coastal risk management to reflect local priorities, get more for our money and ensure problems aren’t just shifted from one area to another.
• A commitment that local authorities work to improve the planning process for residents and businesses

3.3 The full Deal document was included in the papers of the 30th June Full Council discussion and is also available on the East Anglia devolution website: https://www.eastangliadevo.co.uk/

3.4 This Deal is underpinned by the expectation that it is a beginning of an ongoing dialogue with Government and therefore, the first, economically focussed deal that lays the foundation for further negotiation. This is similar to the way that Greater Manchester has negotiated four devolution deals covering a wide range of issues including criminal justice and health and care.

3.5 In addition, the principle of subsidiarity (decisions being taken closest to where they have most effect) is embedded in the Deal. This is intended to ensure that the strategic focus of the Mayoral Combined Authority and Devolution Deal is grounded in local places and therefore, delivering what’s best for local people.

3.6 It will be delivered through double devolution so that implementation on the ground is delivered by the relevant existing local authority and, given the connectivity across organisational boundaries in and beyond Norfolk and Suffolk, working with national and local partners as appropriate.

3.7 Not simply a ‘top down’ approach, double devolution means that as constituent members of the Mayoral Combined Authority, local leaders will influence and make decisions as part of the Authority; therefore, enabling local perspectives to be reflected at that strategic level.

The Devolution Process

3.8 There is a statutory process that needs to be followed to establish a Mayoral Combined Authority in accordance with the Cities and Local Government Devolution Act 2016.
Accordingly, the Devolution Deal, Governance Review and draft Governance Scheme for Norfolk and Suffolk were considered by authorities across Norfolk and Suffolk at their June Full Council meetings. Consequently, all councils across Norfolk and Suffolk debated whether to endorse the deal and consult the public and other stakeholders on the devolution proposals that include establishing a Combined Authority and directly elected Mayor.

All Suffolk local authorities and four Norfolk local authorities (Broadland, District Council, King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Borough Council, Norfolk County Council and South Norfolk District Council) endorsed the proposals and agreed to go to consultation. Breckland District Council, Great Yarmouth Borough Council, North Norfolk District Council and Norwich City Council did not endorse the proposals and therefore, are no longer part of the process to establish the Mayoral Combined Authority.

Discussions with the Secretary of State have confirmed that once the Combined Authority has been formally established these four districts are able to apply to join the Combined Authority should they so wish. In the event that this is agreed, it is open to the Combined Authority to admit one or more of these councils as ‘non-constituent members’ and although voting rights cannot be conferred by the Secretary of State through the Order, the Combined Authority can confer the right to fully participate as voting members of the CA subject to agreeing to contribute to costs and to the other provisions agreed by the existing constituent authorities.

Consultation forms part of the statutory process to establish a Combined Authority. It is evidence that the Secretary of State will consider when deciding whether the governance proposals meet the statutory test, which is to: “improve the exercise of statutory functions in the area”. (Cities and Local Government Devolution Act 2016 section 148) (1)).

The Norfolk and Suffolk consultation closed on 23 August and a summary of the results was returned to the Secretary of State on 9 September. This summary and accompanying data are available on the East Anglia devolution web site: (https://www.eastangliadevo.co.uk/). The presentation slides from the Ipsos mori survey and a video of the Ben Page presentation are also available on the web site. Further details on the outcomes of the consultation are covered in the ‘Outcomes of consultation across Norfolk and Suffolk’ section below.

During this time, as a result of the EU Referendum outcome, there were significant changes in Government with a new Prime Minister, Chancellor and Cabinet. Consequently, the Rt Hon. Sajid Javid MP replaced Rt Hon Greg Clark MP as the new Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government: The Secretary of State has visited Norfolk & Suffolk and met with the Council Leaders. Whilst in Norwich he emphasised that the Norfolk & Suffolk agreement is a very good deal and a first step with more to
come (in subsequent ‘deals’). However, he was also very clear in his view that in the event that the agreement is not endorsed by the Councils “the money will be switched to another part of the country and that there will be no second chance” (to come back to the table). Subsequent to his visit, he wrote to each Norfolk and Suffolk Leader involved in the Devolution process and a copy of the letter to South Norfolk is included at Appendix D.

3.15 There has been no change in the advice from DCLG since the referendum and machinery of Government changes. Both officials and Ministers have clearly indicated continued support for devolution and enthusiasm to complete the Norfolk-Suffolk devolution deal. This is supported by the Prime Minister’s answer to Suffolk MP James Cartlidge at a recent Prime Minister’s Questions: “The point about devolution deals is people coming together with that ambition for their local area to generate the transformative investment he talks about” (Hansard 12th October 2016).

3.16 In early September a strong message was sent to the North East Combined Authority where a majority of members voted against the devolution deal and DCLG swiftly withdrew the devolution offer. Other devolution deals continue to progress with DCLG recently announcing the first transfer of £15 million to Tees Valley as part of the Deal signed in October 2015. The press release (29th September 2016) announcing the deal referenced the North East: “Earlier this month council leaders in the North East walked away from a similar deal which would have brought significant benefits to local people.”

Outcomes of consultation across Norfolk and Suffolk

3.17 As previously highlighted, in order to comply with the statutory process for establishing a Combined Authority it is necessary to consult on the draft Scheme of Governance (attached to the 30th June Full Council papers). As this was the first opportunity to test support for the Norfolk and Suffolk devolution deal, there has been substantial engagement and consultation conducted across Norfolk and Suffolk to raise awareness and gather views from: statutory and non-statutory partners, the public and businesses. A number of mechanisms were used to gather views primarily:

- Telephone Survey
- Online Consultation
- Business Survey
- Engagement with key stakeholders
- Leaflet to all Norfolk residents
Further to Suffolk County Council's discussion on 30th June, a question was added into the telephone and online surveys to include: “a clear and dedicated question to the consultees asking whether they support the establishment of a Directly Elected Mayor” (Suffolk County Council Confirmed minutes). The full results and supporting data are available on the East Anglia devolution website.

In accordance with the statutory process, the consultation forms part of the evidence, along with the Governance Review and draft Governance Scheme (appendix B and appendix C to the 30th June Council papers) for the Secretary of State’s decision as to whether the proposal for a Norfolk and Suffolk Mayoral Combined Authority meets the statutory test to: “improve the exercise of statutory functions in the area” (Cities and Local Government Devolution Act 2016 section 105B 1 b)).

In addition, it provides local councillors with additional information on how devolution and the creation of a Norfolk and Suffolk Mayoral Combined Authority are viewed. There was overall support for more local control over decision making. Businesses were particularly supportive of the opportunities the Deal would offer to the local economy.

There were more mixed views on the proposed directly elected Mayor: 52% in favour and 16% opposed (telephone survey); 29% in favour and 62% opposed (online survey) and 47% in favour and 27% opposed (business survey). However, as highlighted in the report to Council in June, Government has been clear that without a Mayor any devolution deal would be much smaller in range and value and therefore, would not deliver the Norfolk and Suffolk’s ambition. Paragraphs 39-46 provide a more detailed summary of the consultation results.

The proposed content of the draft Order is attached as appendix A and summarised in paragraphs 47-52 below. Taking into account that whilst many support devolution, there is also local concern at creating a directly elected Mayor for Norfolk and Suffolk, the Orders have been drafted to reflect this so that decision making is accountable and transparent. It should be highlighted that this is not the Order itself, but a reflection of what the Order will contain.

An overview of the results from each consultation approach is described below and full data can be accessed on the East Anglia devolution website: https://www.eastangliadevo.co.uk/
During the Summer a representative telephone survey was undertaken by Ipsos Mori which consisted of a 10 minute phone survey of 6,080 residents aged 18+ across Norfolk and Suffolk. The interviews were carried out between 13 July and 22 August 2016. To ensure statistical robustness residents were selected from different age ranges, gender, employment status, ethnicity, tenure and disability.

There were a total of 6,080 responses. This included those Norfolk areas that did not endorse the Deal in order to give a representative sample across the whole area, with: 1528 from Norfolk and 1392 from Suffolk. A summary of the results is below:

Below is a summary overview of the results:

- 53% supported the principle of devolution while 16% opposed.
- There was strong support for more decisions to be taken locally across a range of issues with most support being shown for decisions about roads maintenance (85%), a new housing strategy (82%), creating a transport plan (77%) and development of new homes (75%).
- There was 52% support for a Mayor and 58% support for councils to come together as a Combined Authority.
- 29% opposed election of a Mayor and 25% opposed establishing a Combined Authority.

Internet Survey

An online survey was accessible from the East Anglia devolution web site. The questions in the online survey mirrored the telephone survey for consistency; however, as it is a self-selecting sample, the responses are not a statistically representative sample unlike the telephone survey. 2,925 responses were received. A summary of the results is below:

- 51% supported the principle of devolution while 39% expressed they opposed this.
- There was strong support for more decisions to be taken locally across a range of issues with most support being shown for decisions about roads maintenance (75%), developing a new housing strategy (71%), development of new homes (70%) and creating a transport plan (65%).
- There was 27% support for a Mayor and 35% support for councils to come together as a Combined Authority.
- 62% opposed election of a Mayor and 54% opposed establishing a Combined Authority.

Business Survey
3.27 Ipsos MORI conducted a telephone survey of 252 businesses across Norfolk (124) and Suffolk (128). Interviews were conducted between 8 and 21 August 2016. In order for the sample to broadly reflect the business populations of Norfolk and Suffolk, loose quotas were set on business size (micro (1 to 10 employees) to large (over 250 employees)). The business sample also aimed to broadly reflect the makeup of industry sectors in Norfolk and Suffolk. A summary of results is below:

- 54% supported the principle of devolution while 12% opposed it.
- Strong support for more decisions to be taken locally across a range of issues with decisions relating to road maintenance funding coming out on top.
- 59% supported councils joining together as a Combined Authority
- From the business telephone survey: 47% were supportive of a mayor, with 27% opposed.

3.28 In addition to the survey, there have been a number of engagements with the business community that signalled significant support. Over 80 businesses who together represent more than 80,000 employees with an annual turnover of £8bn, lent their support to a letter from the LEP and the Norfolk and Suffolk Chambers of Commerce to the chair of the East Anglia Leaders’ Group. It included the following statement (for reference, the full letter is attached as appendix B):

‘The devolution deal will help us deliver many more of the crucial projects we need to support our economic growth, improving infrastructure from road and rail links to high speed broadband and mobile coverage, offering funding and advice to support business, and empowering the next generation with the skills to drive our economy’

3.29 In addition to this, individual letters of support have also been sent by business representative groups such as the Confederation of British Industry and Federation of Small Businesses as well as national businesses such as Persimmon Homes and PWC.

Engagement with Key Stakeholders

3.30 There was also engagement with stakeholder groups to raise awareness of the Devolution Deal and associated consultation. This included Town and Parish council meetings as well as events with Voluntary and Community Sector organisations. There were also expressions of support for devolution from higher and further education institutions, and representatives from health.
3.31 More recently (since the consultation closed), MPs from across Norfolk and Suffolk were co-signatories to an open letter to the media highlighting the benefits and ambition associated with the Devolution Deal and supporting its implementation locally.

**Other forms of Engagement**

3.32 Norfolk County Council produced an information leaflet about devolution, which was delivered to households across Norfolk between 18 and 29 July. This information leaflet promoted the consultation and encouraged residents to take part in the online consultation. It also included a Feedback Form and freepost address so that residents could comment on the proposals outlined in the leaflet.

3.33 The leaflet went to 406,345 households and an additional 1,650 were sent to County Council outlets including all Norfolk County Council libraries. In total 1,678 completed forms were received by the close of the consultation period (all returns received by 26 August to allow for the postal process).

3.34 As the responses were unstructured text (freeform) they were analysed to ascertain if the sender opposed or supported devolution, based on the tone or nature of the comments made. This resulted in 80% of responses seen as opposed to devolution with 21% in support. Norfolk and Suffolk Deal Proposal. In analysing the underlying themes of the responses the key issue raised was the desire to not create another layer of bureaucracy/cost, with 38% (635) highlighting this as a concern. 13% did not want devolution, 13% were positive comments and 10% did not want a Mayor.

**Outcomes of Consultation for South Norfolk**

3.35 In addition to the above, from a South Norfolk perspective, the consultation was prominently featured in the Summer edition of the Link, which was distributed to 60,000 properties in the District; the consultation was highlighted at South Norfolk on Show, and a presentation held at the Parish Clerks briefing event (in addition to details of the consultation being e-mailed to Parish Clerks).

3.36 A summary of the outcomes of the consultation specifically from a South Norfolk perspective, which was previously circulated to members, has been included at Appendix C. As this shows, support for the Combined Authority was consistently strong within South Norfolk, with the majority of residents consulted through the Ipsos MORI phone survey supporting the principle of devolution
and the election of a Mayor for the Combined Authority, as most strongly demonstrated by the composite question where 64% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed to becoming part of a Combined Authority along with other Councils in Norfolk and Suffolk, which is chaired by a directly elected Mayor.

Summary of the Draft Order

3.37 The content of the draft Order is attached as appendix A (as explained at paragraph 3.22, this is not the order itself but a reflection of its contents). This section provides an overview of the key principles underpinning the Norfolk and Suffolk approach to establishing a Mayoral Combined Authority that are reflected in the draft Order. As previously highlighted, the Order is part of the statutory process for establishing a Combined Authority and will be subject to Parliamentary process and scrutiny.

3.38 The Order reflects the draft Governance Scheme consulted on during the Summer as well as the Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal content. However, it will be for the Combined Authority locally, to agree its constitution, which will be included in the business of the Authority’s first meeting when established in March 2017 and developed whilst the Combined Authority is in shadow form.

3.39 The Order specifies the constituent members of the Combined Authority (the twelve Norfolk and Suffolk authorities that consulted on the Scheme) and a non-constituent member, New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership.

3.40 It sets out the specific functions to be devolved to the Mayor and the Combined Authority upon creation of the Combined Authority. Further powers will be conferred through subsequent orders if the Combined Authority and the Government agree.

3.41 Once elected, the Mayor will chair and be a voting Member of the Combined Authority but will not have a casting vote. There will be Mayoral elections every four years.

3.42 The following will require unanimous agreement of the Members of the Combined Authority:

- Borrowing limits, treasury management, investment strategy
- Constitution, standing orders and changes thereto
• Establishment of committees/boards, Overview & Scrutiny Committee and Audit Committee, terms of reference and composition
• Spatial plan
• Proposals to Secretary of State for additional powers
• Appointment and dismissal of statutory officers
• Approval of the making of arrangements for the exercise of functions of the Combined Authority
• Appointment of members drawn otherwise than from the elected members of the constituent councils or conferral of voting rights on such members; and
• Review or changes the membership, geography, constitution, remit of the Combined Authority.

3.43 Paragraphs 3.36-3.41 highlight the principles and approach to decision making; however, more detail will be provided in the Combined Authority’s constitution.

Resource Implications (Finance, Staffing, Property, IT)

3.44 Leaders have been clear that costs should be kept to a minimum. There will be upfront costs; although this will be superseded by the level of funding that the Devolution Deal will generate. The costs would be minimised by maximising existing resources, for example, use of existing buildings and ‘back office’ systems, with opportunity to minimise duplication across the authorities. Existing Combined Authorities have tended to evolve with staffing secured by a combination of:

• Recruitment to posts employed directly by the Combined Authority
• Transfer to posts employed directly by the Combined Authority
• Secondment (e.g. to directly-employed posts or to a team hosted by a lead authority)
• Job share (e.g. to directly-employed posts or to a team hosted by a lead authority)
• Service Level Agreement
• Commissioning support from member authorities

3.45 For most Combined Authorities costs have been minimised by existing senior staff taking on the statutory posts required for a Combined Authority (Head of Paid Service, Monitoring Officer and Chief Finance Officer). Similarly, the Mayoral elections will be run on the same day as existing local elections in order to reduce the associated running costs.
3.46 Of the funding available in the Deal, the £25 million a year for 30 years single investment pot is entirely new and additional funding that would not otherwise be allocated to Norfolk and Suffolk.

3.47 The £30 million housing for Norwich and Ipswich Borough is also entirely new and as is the £100 million capital funding for housing across the Combined Authority area.

3.48 Control over the Adult Skills Budget is new; therefore, whilst some of that money would have been spent in the area all of that budget (approximately, £20 million) will be spent in Norfolk and Suffolk as considered most locally appropriate from 2018-19. The same rationale also applies to the Apprenticeship Grant for Employers (approximately, £2 million).

3.49 The strategic transport budget (approximately £225 million across Norfolk and Suffolk over four years) would normally be allocated on an annual basis to highways authorities. Therefore, although it is funding that is currently received by the area, the Deal provides longer term surety over four years, enabling better planning for its use.

3.50 In terms of additional leverage, it will, for example, be possible for the Combined Authority to use £10 million of the £25 million to support borrowing of up to £150 million to invest in growth, housing and jobs.

3.51 Legally, the costs of the mayor are met by the Constituent Authorities. From 2018/19 these costs can be met from precepts issued by the Combined Authority. However, to minimise any call on the constituent authorities, the Combined Authority’s draft Order states that in the first three years, the Mayoral costs may be met by a loan from each of the Constituent Authorities (pro rata to population) to the Combined Authority, that is repayable on the third anniversary of the Mayoral election.

3.52 It also establishes the expectation that the benefit derived from investment of the single investment pot will outweigh the Mayoral costs. It is clear that the Combined Authority is not permitted to dip into the single pot money directly to cover the mayoral budget (although some authorities have proposed using a share of the fund to help resource the Combined Authority). However, the financial benefits that will be generated by the Deal (such as the additional single investment pot) will be substantially greater than the mayoral costs.
4. Proposals

4.1 Having considered the evidence of the Governance Review and the results of the consultation as well as the potential opportunities offered by the Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal, the Secretary of State has decided that creating a Mayoral Combined Authority for Norfolk and Suffolk meets the statutory test to: “improve the exercise of statutory functions in the area”.

4.2 Consequently, an Order has been drafted to enable creation of the Norfolk and Suffolk Mayoral Combined Authority, with the intention for it to begin on 1st March 2017 with election for the directly elected Mayor on 4th May 2017 (to coincide with the County Council elections). This is summarised in the summary of the draft Order section and the content of which is attached at Appendix A.

4.3 The Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal on offer is described as a “generational opportunity to accelerate growth in the local and national economy whilst improving the life chances and quality of life for every resident in Norfolk and Suffolk” (Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal). Bold and ambitious, it is considered the start of an ongoing dialogue with Government for further devolution deals to gain greater local autonomy and support a thriving economy and thriving local people and places.

4.4 The Council is recommended to give consent to being included in the Order being laid before Parliament in order to create the Norfolk and Suffolk Mayoral Combined Authority and begin to realise the multiple benefits associated with the Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal.

4.5 If the Council does not give consent, the Mayoral Combined Authority will not be established and the Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal will no longer be available. The associated funding and local autonomy over decision making will be withdrawn. Government has suggested that the funding and flexibilities within the Norfolk and Suffolk Devolution Deal may be offered as part of negotiations that are ongoing with other areas in England.
4.6 As demonstrated with the proposed North East Deal, any councils wishing to continue to pursue a devolution deal would begin negotiations again from scratch.

5. Risks and implications arising

5.1 Devolving powers from central government to a new Combined Authority is not without potential negative implications and perspectives. These are summarised below with corresponding proposals to mitigate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Concern</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Combined Authority will add an additional layer of bureaucracy. It will exist alongside County, District and Parish Councils</td>
<td>Councils are committed to ensuring that the Combined Authority makes use of existing staff and systems and decisions will be made by the existing council leaders working together with a mayor and the LEP. There will be no election of additional councillors to the combined authority and the principle of subsidiarity will mean that delivery occurs at the lowest possible level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher overall cost of local government to the tax payer, through creating an additional local government organisation that will require staffing, premises, etc</td>
<td>Councils are committed to ensuring that the running costs of the Combined Authority should not add to the cost of local government in Norfolk and Suffolk. Although there will be some transitional costs there are also efficiencies that are expected to be achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The unsuitability of a mayoral model for a rural area because of multiple centres of economic activity, multiple identities and complex two-tier arrangements</td>
<td>The government’s pre-requisite for the devolution of significant new powers and taxpayers’ money is for a corresponding increase in local accountability through a directly elected Mayor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The loss of historic boundaries and roles</td>
<td>Existing councils and existing ceremonial roles, such as Lord Mayors, will continue unchanged. An elected mayor is an appointed local government executive leader, directly elected by the people. A Lord Mayor or civic mayor is a ceremonial/civic representative with no formal powers. These are traditionally elected by a town, borough or city councils. These will not be replaced by the CA mayor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The loss of individual council authority and power through ceding power to the Combined Authority</td>
<td>Individual councils will retain their own individuality and sovereignty. The services local councils provide will remain the same. For example if Broadland District Council is responsible for collecting your bins, Broadland District Council will continue to collect your bins. Furthermore if you pay your business rates to Ipswich Borough Council then you will continue to pay your business rates to Ipswich Borough Council. Furthermore the elected leaders of each council will continue to fulfil their designated roles and will remain accountable in the normal democratic way, through local council elections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A democratic deficit unrepresentative of the area as a whole because the Combined Authority is not required to be politically proportionate</td>
<td>Whilst the Board of the Combined Authority will comprise a member from each of the constituent councils, membership of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee does have to reflect representation across the whole of the area. As the Norfolk and Suffolk CA is about collaborating on strategic policy the key is to be able to work together for the benefit across the region as a whole and this will require consensus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6. Other options**

6.1 Alternatively, the Council could decide not to give consent to the draft Order being laid before Parliament.
7. Recommendation

7.1 Council is requested to recommend Cabinet:

7.1.1 Should conclude that the establishment of a Mayoral Combined Authority for Norfolk and Suffolk is the option which most fully permits the effective discharge of the functions that Government is prepared to devolve to this area, on the basis of the earlier Governance Review (Appendix B to the 30th June Council papers), Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) and the results of the consultation.

7.1.2 Authorise the Chief Executive to consent to the Council being included in an Order that will be laid before Parliament by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government to create the Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority, such Order to:

- Establish a Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority and specify the high level constitutional arrangements;
- Confer functions on the Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority; and
- Specify those functions exercisable by the Mayor

7.1.3 In the event that any minor drafting changes are required to reflect legislative requirements and the contents of the Deal Agreement, to delegate authority to the Chief Executive, in consultation with the Leader and agreement with the other Chief Executives/Managing Directors of the Constituent Councils across Norfolk and Suffolk to make the necessary changes to the Order

7.1.4 To continue to consider and receive further reports as the Devolution process progresses
APPENDIX A

Contents of Draft Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority Order

PART 1
General

Commencement
The commencement date for Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority (“NSCA”) is 1st March 2017.

Interpretation
Combined authority area is the areas of

(a) Babergh District Council
(b) Broadland District Council
(c) Forest Heath District Council
(d) Ipswich Borough Council
(e) King’s Lynn and West Norfolk District Council
(f) Mid-Suffolk District Council
(g) Norfolk County Council (the part of the County Council covering King’s Lynn and West Norfolk District Council, South Norfolk District Council and Broadland District Council)
(h) St Edmundsbury Borough Council
(i) South Norfolk District Council
(j) Suffolk Coastal District Council
(k) Suffolk County Council
(l) Waveney District Council

PART 2
Establishment of a combined authority for Norfolk and Suffolk

Establishment
The combined authority is to be a body corporate and is to be known as the Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority.

Constitution-Mayor and Mayoral elections
According to section 107A of LDEDCA there should be a directed elected mayor for the area of NSCA. The first election will be held in May 2017 and subsequent elections shall take place in the fourth year thereafter (2021) and on the same day of ordinary elections. Thereafter terms shall be four years (5.3).

Constitution – Membership
There will be 14 members of NSCA (12 constituent councils, 1 non-constituent, 1 elected mayor from May 2017 (4.1); The New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership (NALEP) shall be a non-constituent in NSCA (Intro); Each constituent council appoints one elected member and one substitute member (4.3).

**Funding**

The NSCA will agree an annual budget identifying its expenditure and source of income (20.3).

Expenses of the NSCA that are reasonable attributable to the exercise of its functions will be met by existing resources of the constituent authorities, and any additional costs will be met in equitable shares by the constituent authorities. (20.1)

NSCA shall be a levying body under s74 LGFA 1988 and shall have the power to issue a levy to its constituent authorities in respect to expenses reasonable attributable to the exercise of its functions (excluding mayoral functions), such levy will be apportioned between the constituent authorities in equitable shares to be agreed in the annual budget. The Constitution will set out a process for agreeing the budget of how these expenses will be met. (20.2 and 20.3)

The constituent councils and the Mayor must ensure that the costs of the Mayor reasonably attributable to the exercise of the mayoral functions are met.

**Funding (Mayor)**

In financial year 2017/18 the costs of the Mayor that are incurred in (or in connection with) the exercise of mayoral functions will be met by the constituent authorities. Such costs shall be apportioned between constituent authorities in equitable shares to be agreed in the annual budget (21.1). The initial mayoral budget will be agreed by the NSCA prior to the mayoral election so will be agreed by all constituents.

In any financial year following 2017/18 the costs of the Mayor that are incurred in (or in connection with) the exercise of mayoral functions may be met from precepts issued by NSCA under s.40 LGA 1992 (21.2)

The CA will be a major precepting authority under section 39 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 but only in relation to expenditure incurred by the Mayor in or in connection with the exercise of Mayoral functions (21.3)

Any mayoral costs incurred by the constituent authorities will be treated as a loan to the NSCA repayable on the 3rd anniversary of the first mayoral election (21.4)

The Mayor shall exercise the function to issue a precept under Chapter 4 of Part 1 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, acting on behalf of the CA (21.5)

The Mayor shall maintain a fund in relation to receipts arising and liabilities incurred in the exercise of the mayoral functions (21.6)

Prior to the start of each financial year and beginning with 2018/19 the Mayor shall follow a process for the development of his/her budget for the exercise of mayoral
functions for the financial year in question that is in accordance with Regulations, or in the absence of Regulations has the following characteristics (21.7 a-d):

- preparation of a draft budget to include expenditure plans and income including the proposed precept;
- scrutiny of the draft budget by the other members of the Combined Authority and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee;
- the making of changes to the draft budget as a result of such scrutiny; and
- the approval of the draft budget.

The Mayor’s draft budget shall be treated as rejected if two thirds of the constituent authority members of the NSCA vote to reject it and in that event the Mayor shall propose a revised draft budget (21.8)

Property, rights and liabilities

No transfer of property, rights and liabilities between NSCA or the Mayor and the constituent authorities, other than by the agreement of the constituent authorities. (21.1)

General Power and Competence (Mayor)

Mayor may do anything the Combined Authority can do under s113A of the LLEDCA subject to the limitations under s113B (12.2)

General Power and Competence (NSCA)

Full GPC (Chapter 1 of Part 1 of Localism Act 2011) to be applied to NSCA (14.2)

CA approval of Mayoral decisions

The Mayor shall consult the Combined Authority before a decision is taken on the approval of any strategy falling within the remit of the Mayor under the Mayoral Functions, whether that approval is to be given by the Mayor directly.

Any other strategy or spending plans shall be treated as rejected if a two thirds majority of the Constituent Authority Members of the Combined Authority vote to reject such a plan provided that any Constituent Authority directly affected by such a strategy or plan and present and able to vote at the meeting must be part of the deciding vote’s majority for that rejection decision to carry (unless they abstain).

**PART 3**

Transport

Functions: Transport funding (Mayor)

The Mayor is responsible for a consolidated, multi-year local transport budget. NSCA to have powers under section 31 of the Local Government Act 2003, to be exercised by the Mayor via section 107D of the 2009 LDEDCA, to allocate highways funding. A condition will also be attached to the use of that function which provides
that the mayor must have due regard to an allocation policy, or factors relevant to the allocation.

Functions: Key Route Network (Mayor)

Take responsibility for delivering a new Key Route Network of local authority roads, the management and maintenance of which shall be undertaken by the constituent authorities.

Functions: Transport Plans (Mayor)

Confer on the Mayor the powers in s. 108, 109 and 112 of the Transport Act 2000 to publish and produce a Local Transport Plan for the CA area. Concurrency still under consideration by constituent authorities. To exercise powers under Part 2 of the Local Transport Act 2000. The Transport Plan and any spending plans or plans for the allocation of transport-related funding shall be treated as rejected if a two thirds majority of the Constituent Authority Members of the Combined Authority vote to modify or reject the Transport Plan and associated spending, provided that any decision to reject or modify the Transport Plan or budget includes the Combined Authority Members from each of Norfolk and Suffolk County Councils.

Functions: Buses (Mayor)

To exercise concurrently, such powers to franchise bus services to support delivery of smart and integrated ticketing.

PART 4

Mayoral Development Corporation

Conferral of function

The Combined Authority shall have in relation to its area functions corresponding to the functions contained in the provisions in the 1999 Act set out in Schedule 2 that the Mayor of London has in relation to Greater London.

Conditions on which the function is to be exercised by the Combined Authority

The functions may be exercised by the Combined Authority only with the consent of each of the members of the Combined Authority who are elected members of a constituent council whose council area contains any part of the area to be designated as a mayoral development area.
PART 5

Incidental Functions

Functions: Planning (Mayor)

A non-statutory spatial framework and supplementary planning documents must be created.

The spatial framework and any supplementary planning documents referred shall require the unanimous approval of all the Constituent Members of the Combined Authority (2.5.1)

Incidental provisions

The following provisions of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989(e), namely—
(a) section 1(f) (disqualification and political restriction of certain officers and staff),
and
(b) sections 2 and 3A(g) (politically restricted posts and exemptions from restriction) so far as they have effect for the purposes of that section,

shall apply as if a Corporation were a local authority.

PART 6

Additional functions

General functions of the Combined Authority exercisable only by the Mayor

The general function exercisable on by the Mayor are sections 334 to 342 and 346 of the 1999 Act and the transport functions. The Mayor shall consult the Combined Authority before exercising these functions.

Economic development and regeneration functions

Confer on the NSCA local authority functions under:

- Sections 15ZA, 15ZB, 15ZC, 17 and 18A(1)(b) of the Education Act 1996 and the powers under sections 514A and 560A of that Act (duties and powers related to the provision of education and training for persons over compulsory school age)
- Section 144 of the Local Government Act 1972 (the power to encourage visitors and provide conference and other facilities)
- Section 69 of the 2009 LDEDCA (duty to prepare an assessment of economic conditions).
The functions of the constituent councils set out in Schedule 4 are exercisable by the Combined Authority in relation to its area and in cooperation with the constituent councils.

**Incidental provisions**

The following provisions shall have effect as if the Combined Authority were a local authority for the purposes of those provisions—

(a) section 113 of the Local Government Act 1972(c) (power to place staff at the disposal of other local authorities);

(b) section 142(2) of the Local Government Act 1972(d) (power to arrange for publication of information etc relating to the functions of the authority); and

(c) section 222 of the Local Government Act 1972(e) (power to prosecute and defend legal proceedings).

“(4A) A person who is a member of a committee falling within paragraph (i) of subsection (4) or a sub-committee appointed by such a committee shall for all purposes be treated as a non-voting member of that committee or sub-committee unless that person is a member of one of the constituent councils as defined by article 2 of the Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority Order 2016.”

In Part 2 of Schedule 3 (pension funds) to the Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations 2013(b) in the table insert at the end—

“An employee of the Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority established by the Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority Order 2016 TBC Council”

---

**Schedule 1**

**Constitutional Provisions**

**Membership**

There would be 14 members of NSCA (12 constituent councils, 1 non-constituent, 1 elected mayor) from May 2017 (4.1). The New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership (NALEP) shall be a non-constituent in NSCA (Intro)

Each constituent council must appoint one of their members to be a member of the Combined Authority and another of its elected members to act as a substitute member.

The Local Enterprise Partnership must also nominate one of its Directors to be a member of the NSCA and another Director to act as a substitute member. Such nominated Directors shall become a Member or Substitute Member from the date on which written notice of nomination by the NALEP is received by the NSCA.
If a person ceases to be a member of the constituent council that appointed them or the Local Enterprise Partnership that nominated them, then they cease to be members or substitute members of the Combined Authority. A person may also resign as a member or substitute member of the Combined Authority by written notice served on the proper officer of the constituent council that appointed them or the chairman or vice-chairman of the Local Enterprise Partnership that nominated them. Where a member or substitute member of the Combined Authority’s appointment ceases, the constituent council that made the appointment or the LEP must give written notice as soon as possible to the Combined Authority and appoint/nominate another of its elected members.

The constituent councils or NALEP may terminate the appointment of their appointed member or substitute member and replace them at any time by giving not less than 14 days written notice to the NSCA and the termination and replacement shall take effect on the expiry of such notice (6.5).

An elected Mayor of a constituent council is to be treated as a member of the constituent council.

**Chair and vice-chair**

At the first meeting of the Combined Authority and after the appointment of its members, the CA must appoint a chair. A person ceases to be chair of the Combined Authority if they cease to be a member of the Combined Authority. If a vacancy arises in the office of chair, an appointment to fill the vacancy is to be made at the next ordinary meeting of the Combined Authority. The chair ceases to hold office on 7 May 2017 and the position of chair is abolished with effect from 8 May 2017.

After the appointment of the chair, the CA must in each year appoint a vice-chair from among its members and agree on the order of the rotation of the vice-chair. These will happen during the first meeting of the CA and in subsequent years at the annual meeting of the CA. A person ceases to be vice-chair of the Combined Authority if they cease to be a member of the Combined Authority. If a vacancy arises in the office of vice-chair, an appointment to fill the vacancy is to be made at the next ordinary meeting of the Combined Authority.

**Proceedings**

Each member, or substitute member is to have one vote and no member or substitute member is to have a casting vote. If a vote is tied on any matter it is deemed not to have been carried. Members appointed from the Local Enterprise Partnership shall be non-voting members of the CA.

**N.B.** Voting rights can’t be conferred on the LEP through the order. The Combined Authority can confer.

Any questions that are to be decided by the Combined Authority are to be decided by a majority of at least two-thirds of the members and substitute members, acting in place of members, present and voting on that question at a meeting of the Combined Authority. NSCA quorum is 7 voting members or substitute members and must
include a district member and a county member from each of Norfolk and Suffolk (16.8)

The following decisions shall only be taken in a meeting of the full Combined Authority and shall require a unanimous vote in favour by all constituent council members or substitute members standing in their place (16.2, 16.4):

- Approval of borrowing limits, treasury management strategy including reserves, investment strategy, borrowing and budget of the NSCA including the amount of any expenses to be met by the constituent councils; (16.2a)
- Approval of NSCA standing orders and any amendments, including any standing orders requiring other matters to be determined by unanimous vote; (16.2b, 16.4)
- Approval of the establishment of committees, their terms of reference and composition; (16.2d)
- Approval of the establishment of an Overview and Scrutiny Committee, its terms of reference and composition and accepting appointments to it; (16.2d)
- Approval of the spatial planning framework and any supplementary planning documents (14.3a)
- Making of proposals to the SoS for the conferral of additional powers and functions; (16.2f)
- Approval of the making of arrangements for the exercise of functions of the Combined Authority; (16.2g)
- Admission of non-constituent members or conferral of voting rights on such members; (16.2h)
- Giving consent to orders made by the SoS for the NSCA; (16.2i)
- Appointment and dismissal of Head of Paid Service, Monitoring Office and office responsible for financial affairs. (16.2j)
- Approval of NSCA constitution and further changes to the NSCA constitution other than changes required by legislation or minor or consequential drafting changes (16.7)
- Appointment of members drawn otherwise than from the elected members of the constituent councils or conferral of voting rights on such members; and
- Provision of consent to orders made under Part 6 of the 2009 Act.

Pending the appointment of a mayor, decisions on the appointment of the Chair of NSCA should only be taken in a meeting of the full NSCA and require a majority vote in favour by all constituent council members or substitute members standing in their place: (16.2, 16.2c and 16.4)

Decisions to change the CA’s constitution other than changes required by legislation or minor drafting or consequential amendments shall require a unanimous vote in favour by all constituent members present or substitute members standing in their place (16.7)

Decision-making for mayoral strategies reflected under powers sections
NSCA may in Standing Orders provide for special majority arrangements contained on specified reserved decisions and may include arrangements to ensure that constituent authorities affected by a decision must be part of a majority. (16.5). It should not be possible to vary voting arrangements for voting on any strategy falling within the remit of the mayor. (14.3, 16.6)

Proceedings shall not be invalidated by any vacancy amongst the NSCA members or by any defect in the appointments or qualification of any member (16.12)

Committees/Boards

The Combined Authority shall make arrangements in its constitution to establish appropriate bodies for the discharge of functions (11.1) based on thematic or geographic clusters.

The Combined authority S101 and 102 LGA 1972 shall apply to the NSCA so that may delegate functions other than those reserved to it under paragraph 16.2 to a board or to another officer or authority. (11.2 and 16.1)

Chairs of the boards will act as a supporting and advisory function to the Mayor in respective policy areas (11.3b)

NSCA shall be permitted to exercise any of the functions of constituent authorities concurrently. Any such functions shall only be exercised with the agreement of a simple majority of the constituent authorities and include the constituent authority whose functions are to be exercised by the combined authority.

Committees- Overview and Scrutiny

The Combined Authority must appoint at least one member of each of the constituent councils to the overview and scrutiny committee appointed by the Combined Authority so that the members of the committee taken as a whole reflect so far as reasonably practicable the balance of political parties. An overview and scrutiny committee may not include any substitute member of the Combined Authority and no business is to be transacted unless at least seven members from at least three constituent councils are present at the meeting.

Chair of O&S Committee is an appropriate member of one of the constituent councils who is not a member of a registered political party of which the mayor is a member. (17.3) If the mayor is an independent candidate, then the Chair cannot be a member of the party that holds a majority within the Combined Authority.

Each O&S member has one vote and there is no casting vote (17.4). A tied vote is deemed not to be carried (17.5).

O&S committee shall have the power to (17.6 a-f):

- Invite Combined Authority Members and officers, including the Mayor and Deputy Mayor, to attend and answer questions;
• Review or scrutinise decisions or other actions taken in connection with the discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of the Combined Authority or the Mayor;
• Make reports or recommendations to the Combined Authority and the Mayor with respect to the discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of the Combined Authority or the Mayor;
• Make reports or recommendations to the Combined Authority and the Mayor on matters that affect the authority's area or the inhabitants of the area;
• In respect of any decision made but not implemented by either the Combined Authority or the Mayor, direct that the decision is not to be implemented while it is under review or scrutiny and to recommend that the decision be reconsidered; and
• Invite others to attend meetings of the Committee.

Where an overview and scrutiny committee makes a report or recommendation the committee may publish the report or recommendations and by notice in writing require within two months the Combined Authority to consider the report or recommendations, respond to the overview and scrutiny committee indicating what (if any) action the Combined Authority proposes to take; and if the overview and scrutiny committee has published the report or recommendations publish the response.

Audit Committee

The membership of the audit committee shall be determined by the NSCA but must include at least one independent person as a member (18.2)

The audit committee will have the power to (18.3 a-d):

• Review and scrutinise the Office of the Mayor and Combined Authority’s financial affairs;
• Review and assess the Mayor and Combined Authority’s risk management, internal control and corporate governance arrangements;
• Review and assess the economy, efficiency and effectiveness with which resources have been used in discharging the Combined Authority’s functions and the Mayoral Functions; and
• Make reports and recommendations to the Combined Authority and/or the Mayor in relation to any reviews carried out in relation to the matters stated above.

Records

The CA must make arrangements for the names of members and substitute members present at any meeting to be recorded.

Minutes of the proceedings of a meeting of the Combined Authority, or any committee or sub-committee of the Combined Authority, are to be kept in such form as the Combined Authority may determine. Any such minutes are to be signed at the same or next suitable meeting of the Combined Authority, committee or sub-committee as the case may be, by the person presiding at that meeting. Any minute
purporting to be signed as mentioned is to be received in evidence without further proof. A meeting of the Combined Authority, committee or sub-committee, a minute of whose proceedings has been signed is deemed to have been duly convened and held, and all the members and substitute members present at the meeting are deemed to have been duly qualified.

**Standing orders**

The Combined Authority may make standing orders for the regulation of its proceedings and business and may vary or revoke any such orders

**Remuneration**

No remuneration is to be payable by the Combined Authority to its members.

---

**Schedule 2**

1.—(1) The Combined Authority is to have in relation to its area the functions contained in the following provisions in Chapter 2 of Part 8 of the 2011 Act—

(a) section 197 (designation of Mayoral development areas);
(b) section 199 (exclusion of land from Mayoral development areas);
(c) section 200 (transfers of property etc to a Mayoral development corporation);
(d) section 202 (functions in relation to Town and Country Planning);
(e) section 204 (removal or restriction of planning functions);
(f) section 214 (powers in relation to discretionary relief from non-domestic rates);
(g) section 215 (reviews);
(h) section 216 (transfers of property, rights and liabilities);
(i) section 217 (dissolution: final steps);
(j) section 219 (guidance by the Combined Authority); and

(k) section 221 (directions by the Combined Authority).

(2) The Combined Authority is to have in relation to its area the functions contained in the following provisions in Schedule 21 to the 2009 Act—

(a) paragraph 1 (membership);
(b) paragraph 2 (terms of appointment of members);
(c) paragraph 3 (staff);
(d) paragraph 4 (remuneration etc: members and staff);
(e) paragraph 6 (committees); and
(f) paragraph 8 (proceedings and meetings).
Schedule 3

PART 1    Article 11
Modification of the application of Part 8 of the 2011 Act

1.—(1) Part 8 of the 2011 Act applies with the following modifications.
(2) Section 196 of the 2011 Act is to be read as if there is substituted—
   “In this Chapter—
   “the Combined Authority” means the Norfolk and Suffolk Combined Authority(a);
   “MDC” means a Mayoral development corporation (see section 198)”.
(3) In sections 196 to 222 of the 2011 Act every reference to—
   (a) the Assembly is to be read as references to the Combined Authority;
   (b) the Greater London Authority is to be read as a reference to the Combined Authority;
   (c) the London Assembly is to be read as a reference to a reference to the Combined Authority;
   (d) “the Mayor” is to be read as a reference to “the Combined Authority”.
(4) Section 197 of the 2011 Act (designation of Mayoral development areas) is to be read as if —
   (a) in subsection (1) for “Greater London” there is substituted “the area of the
       Combined Authority”.
   (b) in subsection (3)—
      (i) in paragraph (a) for “any one or more of the Greater London Authority's principal
          purposes” there is substituted “economic development and regeneration in the area
          of the Combined Authority(b), and
      (ii) in paragraph (d) the references to “the London Assembly or” and “, (e), (f) or (g)” are
          omitted; and
   (c) in subsection (4)—
      (i) paragraph (a) is omitted;
      (ii) paragraph (b) is omitted;
      (iii) in paragraph (d) for “each London borough council whose borough” there is substituted
          “each district council or county council in the Combined Authority's area
          whose area”;
      (iv) paragraphs (e) to (g) [are omitted];
   (d) in subsection (5) subsection (7) were omitted.
(5) Section 200 of the 2011 Act (transfers of property etc to a Mayoral development
   corporation) is to be read as if—
   (a) in subsection (3)—
      (i) in paragraph (a), for “a London borough council” there is substituted “a district
          council or county council [in the Combined Authority's area]”,
      (ii) paragraph (b) is omitted,
      (iii) in paragraphs (d) and (e), for “Greater London” there is substituted “in the area of
          the Combined Authority”,
      (iv) paragraph (f) is omitted,
(v) paragraph (g) is omitted, and
(vi) paragraph (h) is omitted;
(b) in subsection (4) paragraph (b) is omitted;
(c) subsection (7) is omitted;
(d) subsection (8) is omitted; and
(e) in subsection (10), the definitions of a “functional body” a “public authority” are omitted.

(6) Section 201 of the 2011 Act (object and powers) is to be read as if subsection (8)(b) is omitted.

(7) Section 203 of the 2011 Act (arrangements for discharge of, or assistance with, planning functions) is to be read as if for “a London borough council or the Common Council of the City of London” there is substituted “a district council or county council in the Combined Authority’s area”.

(8) Section 207 of the 2011 Act (acquisition of land) is to be read as if—
(a) in subsection (2) for “in Greater London” there is substituted “in the Combined Authority’s area”; and
(b) in subsection (3) the words “of London” are omitted.

(9) Section 214 of the 2011 Act (powers in relation to discretionary relief from non-domestic rates) is to be read as if—
(a) in subsection (4)(c) for “or an affected local authority” are omitted; and
(b) in subsection (4) the definition of “an affected local authority” for the purposes of paragraph (c) is omitted.

(10) Section 216 of the 2011 Act (transfers of property, rights and liabilities) is to be read as if —
(a) in subsection (2), “, (e)” is omitted; and
(b) in subsection (4)—
(i) the definition of “functional body” is omitted; and
(ii) in the definition of “permitted recipient”—
(aa) paragraph (b) is omitted,
(bb) for “(d) a London borough council” there is substituted “a district council or county council in the Combined Authority’s area”, and
(cc) paragraph (e) is omitted.

PART 2
Modification of the application of Schedule 21 to the 2011 Act

2.—(1) Schedule 21 to the 2011 Act applies with the following modifications.
(2) Schedule 21 of the 2011 Act is to be read as if—
(a) in paragraph 1(1) the reference to the Mayor of London (“the Mayor”) is to be read as the Combined Authority;
(b) all subsequent references to the Mayor are to be read as the Combined Authority;
(c) in paragraph 1(2) the reference to each relevant London council is to be read as each district council or county council in the Combined Authority’s area;
(d) paragraph 1(3)(a) is omitted;
(e) in paragraph 4(4) the reference to the London Assembly is to be read as a reference to the Combined Authority; and
(f) in paragraph 10(c) the reference to the London Assembly is to be read as a reference to the Combined Authority.

Schedule 4

Economic development and regeneration functions

1. The functions of the constituent councils under section 1 of the Localism Act 2011(a) to the extent that those functions are exercisable for the purpose of economic development and regeneration.
2. The power under section 144 of the Local Government Act 1972(b) (the power to encourage visitors and provide conference and other facilities).
3. The duties under sections 15ZA, 15ZB, 15ZC, 17 and 18A(1)(b) of the Education Act 1996(c) and the power under sections 514A and 560A of that Act (duties and powers related to the provision of education and training for persons over compulsory school age).
4. The duty under section 69 of the 2009 Act (duty to prepare an assessment of economic conditions).
Devolution for Norfolk and Suffolk

To Andy Wood, Independent Chair of the East Anglia Leaders Group:

The business community across Suffolk and Norfolk is writing to you to demonstrate our strong support and endorsement of the Devolution deal for the East that could help further transform our economy and create even greater opportunities for growth.

New Anglia LEP has already secured a £221 million Growth Deal with Government, investing in new roads, digital infrastructure, skills and targeted business support. Together with our partners, we have helped create 350 new businesses and 4,400 jobs so far. But devolution brings with it an opportunity to do so much more, and we firmly believe none of us can afford to let it pass.

The additional devolved powers and funding on offer - £25 million a year for 30 years and £130 million for new homes - will help us realise our ambition to create a £43 billion economy in the East.

Public consultation has already begun and we want the Government and local authorities to hear the powerful voice of business as we take this important step.

There is majority support from local authorities across Suffolk and Norfolk and the New Anglia LEP board has already unanimously endorsed the proposed devolution deal. Already we have secured support from leading businesses and education leaders across the East, including Aviva, the East of England Co-op, Suffolk and Norfolk Chambers of Commerce, UEA, University of Suffolk, NUA and West Suffolk College.

This is all about establishing The East as truly international economy; competing and winning in the UK and global marketplace; a secure base for businesses and their supply chains; a modern, mobile and accessible economy too; with thriving sectors including all-energy, ICT and digital, food and health research and financial services, with world-leading research and innovation hubs; and with our schools, colleges and universities investing and inspiring young people into better skills.

The devolution deal will build on this and help us deliver many more of the crucial projects we need to support our economic growth; improving infrastructure from road and rail links to high speed broadband and mobile coverage, offering funding and advice to support business, and empowering the next generation with the skills to drive our economy.

We hope you will take this message from business to the heart of Government. The scale and scope of our ambition needs to be heard loud and clear. We are determined to make the East one of the best places to live, work and learn.

Mark Pendlington
Chairman, New Anglia LEP

John Dugmore
Chief Executive, Suffolk Chamber of Commerce

Caroline Williams
Chief Executive, Norfolk Chamber of Commerce
Signatories to letter in support of Devolution Agreement for Norfolk and Suffolk

Lindsey Rix - Aviva Insurance UK Ltd
Chris Bushby - Big C Norfolk’s Cancer Charity
Jeremy McNulty - Building Partnerships Limited
Huw Sayer - Business Writers Limited
Jonathan Cage - Create Consulting Engineers Ltd
Celia Anderson - Dynamique Consulting
Philip Bodie - Feilden & Mawson Architects LLP
Andrew Barnes - Howes Percival LLP
David Richards - Leathes Prior
Sam Payne - Lloyds Bank
Martin Vincent - St. James Place Group
Alex Rabbetts - Migration Solutions Holdings Limited
Sally Ann Forsyth - Norwich Research Park LLP
Saul Humphrey - R G Carter Ltd
Helen Lewis - University of East Anglia
Patricia Powell – WLP
Christina Sadler – Network Christina
Mark Goodall – Aker Solutions
Ian Hacon – Yellow Brick
Jeanette Wheeler – Birketts LLP
Craig Dearden-Phillips – Stepping Out
Michael Gurney – The Point
Guy Gowing – Arnold Keys
Richard Hughes - A & B Insurance Brokers
Julie Stokes - ActivLives
Matthew Potter - Birketts LLP
Karen Barnes - Blue Star Human Resources
Nicholas Eastaugh - Business Doctors (Norwich)
Caroline Gould - Caroline Gould Events
Jules Shorrock - Citrus Security Shredding
Tony Cheung - Easy Software UK Plc
Samantha Cass Jennifer, Howard Dobson - Ellisons Solicitors
John Matthews - Ensors Chartered Accountants – Ipswich
Tony Addison - Free Rein Ltd
Paul Davey - Hutchison Ports (UK) Ltd
Ian Buxton - Innovation Martlesham
Graham Kill - Institute of Directors (IoD) (Suffolk Branch)
Eric Benton - Johns Slater & Haward
Tony Carr - Leading Lives
Nicola Bradford - Lime Skills CIC
Marianne Muir - Marianne Muir Ltd
Steve Oliver, Lee Bowker - MLM Consulting Engineers Limited
Peter Funnell - Oakmere Solutions Ltd
Peter Blake - Prettys Solicitors LLP
James Wilson - R G Carter (Southern)
Ian Perry - Remedy For Business Ltd
Erika Clegg – Spring
Leena Ghoshal - Suffolk Family Carers
Trevor Whiting - Suffolk Norse
Ann Keen - TCHC
Tim Greenacre - University Campus Suffolk
Jo Lardent - Vertas Group Limited
Adam Pescod – Fleximise
Doug Filed – East of England Co-op
Leonard Potgeiter – Adapt Ltd
Jenni Carberry – Carbs Coaching
Kevin Woolard – BT Adastral Park
Stuart Rimmer – Great Yarmouth College
Andy Grimblly - PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Paul McCarthy - intu Chapelfield
Clarke Willis - Anglia Farmers
Neil Miles – TechEast
Pete Waters - Visit East Anglia
Paul Winter - Ipswich Building Society
Jamie Thums – Lintott
Neil Garner - WhiteSpace Norwich
Simon Gray – EEEGR
Colin Knight – Ashtons Legal
Jane Gaynor – Auditel
David Williams – Axa Insurance
James Bailey – Bowyer
Stephen Baisey-Fisher – Century Logistics Ltd
Kevin Stobbs – Jackson Civil Engineering Group
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APPENDIX C

Devolution in Norfolk and Suffolk
Ipsos MORI consultation results for South Norfolk

Ipsos MORI conducted an independent poll, on behalf of Norfolk and Suffolk, to gather residents’ views on the proposed Greater Anglia Devolution Deal. The poll ran from 13 July through to 22 August. A representative sample of 6,080 residents was used; 380 residents from each District, plus a ‘booster’ of 380 residents from each County.

As part of the consultation, residents were asked for their views on the benefits of local rather than central government decision making, the extent to which they support the creation of a combined authority chaired by a Mayor, how decisions should be taken and how a combined authority and Mayor should be held to account.

Where did South Norfolk score the highest?

As a whole the findings are very positive. South Norfolk scored highly in, and outperformed our neighboring authorities in a number of areas:

- **49%** of residents knew a fair amount about devolution.
- **5%** of residents knew a great deal about devolution.
- **Over 50%** of our residents support the principle of devolution.
- **Over 50%** of our residents support the election of a Mayor in order to access decision making powers and funding available through the devolution deal.
- **64%** of residents are in support of South Norfolk becoming part of a Combined Authority, with 25% of these strongly supporting a Combined Authority that is chaired by a directly elected Mayor.
How does South Norfolk compare to other Norfolk local authorities, and Norfolk and Suffolk as a whole?

The following pages provide a comparison of how South Norfolk Council scores when compared to the average score across other local authorities in Norfolk. The tables below also highlight how we compare to the highest and lowest scoring authorities.

**Q1.** South Norfolk residents know more than average about devolution when compared to other Norfolk authorities, scoring 73% compared to 65%. South Norfolk residents know more than average about devolution when compared to other Suffolk authorities, scoring 73% compared to 63%.

<p>| Q1. Before today, how much, if anything, would you say you knew about devolution within England? |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South Norfolk as the highest scoring Authority</th>
<th>Kings Lynn and West Norfolk as the lowest scoring Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A great deal (%)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A fair amount (%)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just a little (%)</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heard of but know nothing (%)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never heard of (%)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q2.** More than half of South Norfolk residents support the principle of devolution; this is 4% higher than the Norfolk average and 2% higher than the Suffolk average. The highest opposition to the principle of devolution in Norfolk is seen in North Norfolk.

<p>| Q2. To what extent, if at all, do you support or oppose the principle of devolution? |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South Norfolk as the highest scoring Authority</th>
<th>Kings Lynn and West Norfolk as the lowest scoring Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly support (%)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tend to support (%)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tend to oppose (%)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly oppose (%)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q3. 54% of South Norfolk’s residents support the election of a Mayor to access the decision making powers and funding from the proposed devolution deal. This is higher than the Norfolk average and equal to the number of Norwich City residents that are also in support.

| Q3. To what extent, if at all, do you support or oppose the election of a mayor in order to access the decision making powers and funding in the proposed devolution deal? |
|---|---|---|
| | South Norfolk as the joint highest scoring Authority | Norwich as the joint highest scoring Authority | Kings Lynn and West Norfolk as the lowest scoring Authority |
| Strongly support (%) | 22 | 20 | 20 |
| Tend to support (%) | 32 | 34 | 27 |
| Tend to oppose (%) | 13 | 11 | 11 |
| Strongly oppose (%) | 17 | 15 | 16 |

Q4. 64% of South Norfolk’s residents are in support of becoming a Combined Authority that is chaired by a directly elected mayor along with other councils in Norfolk and Suffolk. This is 7% more than the Norfolk average. The highest level of opposition is seen in North Norfolk.

| Q4. To what extent, if at all, do you support or oppose participating councils becoming part of a Combined Authority along with other councils in Norfolk and Suffolk, which is chaired by a directly elected Mayor? |
|---|---|---|
| | South Norfolk as the highest scoring Authority | North Norfolk as the lowest scoring Authority |
| Strongly support (%) | 25 | 19 |
| Tend to support (%) | 39 | 33 |
| Tend to oppose (%) | 9 | 12 |
| Strongly oppose (%) | 12 | 18 |
The following summaries relate to Norfolk and Suffolk as a whole, responses are not split by local authorities.

The residents of Norfolk and Suffolk see the following four areas as priorities for spending from the single pot of funding available to the Combined Authority: Scores are a mean score from all residents and out of 10.

- **Ensuring young people are either earning or learning.** 8.40
- **Investment in job creation for local people.** 8.22
- **Improving employment opportunities for those with a health condition or disability and the long term unemployed.** 7.97
- **Investment in housing and affordable homes in particular.** 7.96
High Levels of Agreement for Proposed Model of Decision Making

- 89% of Norfolk and Suffolk’s residents agree that the directly elected mayor should not make decisions alone and will require the support of a certain number of members of the Combined Authority to progress their proposals.
- 77% of Norfolk and Suffolk’s residents agree that each member of the Combined Authority, including the Mayor, should have a vote when taking decisions.
- 72% of Norfolk and Suffolk’s residents agree that some decisions (such as the Combined Authority asking for new powers and how much the authority would cost to run) would require a majority of members to agree. That majority must include the Mayor.

Accountability Measures

Just under half of respondents see it as essential to set up an Audit Committee to monitor the Combined Authority’s finances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How important, if at all, is each of these in holding the Combined Authority to account?</th>
<th>Essential (%)</th>
<th>Very important (%)</th>
<th>Fairly important (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An audit committee which would monitor the Combined Authority’s finances</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Government assessment every five years</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents living in the Combined Authority area being able to directly elect the Mayor</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An independent scrutiny committee that has the power to ask the Mayor and other members of the Combined Authority to attend a meeting to answer questions.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This scrutiny committee having the power to review any of the decisions made by the Combined Authority</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Business consultation highlights

250 businesses of various sizes across Norfolk and Suffolk were also surveyed by Ipsos MORI.

- 54% supported the principles of devolution while 12% were against.
- There was strong support for more decisions to be taken locally across a range of issues with decisions relating to road maintenance funding topping the list.
- 59% supported councils joining together as a combined authority
- 47% supported the idea of a mayor with 27% against.

Summary

- Both residents and businesses in South Norfolk are positive about the idea of devolution – both in principle and on the details of the deal.
- Majority of residents, support the basic principle of devolution and believe that decisions across a range of services are better made locally than nationally.
- Over half are also positive about the election of a Mayor, and support participating Councils becoming part of a Combined Authority.
- Young people are particularly positive about the proposals but opinion is less favourable (comparatively speaking) amongst older groups, who tend to know more about the topic.

Additional consultation

The same questions were also made available via the East Anglia Devolution website and more than 2,900 people responded. Other responses, from a leaflet from Norfolk County Council to Norfolk residents (over 1,600), from a form from Broadland residents (over 40) and from letters and emails (over 100) to the East Anglia Devolution website, were received and analysed.

The full results can be found at: [www.eastangliadevo.co.uk/uploads/Norfolk_Suffolk_Consultation_Feedback_Report_-_FINAL.compressed.pdf](http://www.eastangliadevo.co.uk/uploads/Norfolk_Suffolk_Consultation_Feedback_Report_-_FINAL.compressed.pdf)
Dear John,

It was a pleasure to join you at the roundtable at County Hall on Thursday. At the meeting a series of points were raised for me to consider in relation to the devolution deal currently on the table for Norfolk and Suffolk. I have set out some responses to these below, which I hope are helpful to you and colleagues.

Before I do so, however, I am keen to reinforce the Government’s commitment to devolution and local economic growth, and explain why this is such a priority for me personally.

Despite a prolonged period of economic growth, economic performance and opportunity across the UK remains uneven and unequal. Recent economic performance has been dominated by the growth of London and the South East. London’s productivity performance, in terms of economic output per hour worked, is 30% above the UK average; in contrast, Norfolk lags behind the UK average by more than 11% in some areas. The outcome of such unequal growth is striking when compared internationally; with more than half the UK population living in regions and cities whose productivity is similar to or below Europe’s smaller economies. Closing these gaps and ensuring that all parts of the country have access to economic opportunity – building an economy that works for everyone – is a key priority for the Government.

There is no single measure which will allow us to achieve this economic shift. But a key part of this Government’s approach is to ensure that local leaders have the tools they need to deliver for their local residents. Overcoming the fragmentation of decision-making across functional economic areas – between an over-centralised Whitehall machine and the rich variety of local authorities...
delivering on the ground – is a key part of this. People don’t live their lives, define their identities, travel to their work or transact their business within local administrative boundaries. That’s why we want to devolve power to local areas and help them to join up decision-making so that it reflects real economic geographies.

To do this effectively, Government has been clear that a directly accountable, strong leadership model is essential for significant new powers and funding streams – such as those on offer in your prospective Devolution Deal. The international experience is striking: Mayors are a common feature, almost a constant, of sub-national governance in advanced economies across the globe, providing a powerful voice for their areas in national debates and on the global stage. Ultimately it will be for the people to decide, through their votes, who should hold such a position in Norfolk and Suffolk.

The Mayor will need to work very closely with councils to deliver growth and jobs across Norfolk, enabling leaders to deliver genuine and tangible benefits for local communities while working collaboratively in the interests of the area as a whole. For these reasons, a directly-elected mayor is a fundamental requirement for ambitious devolution deals. Indeed, all of the most ambitious and forward-looking devolution deals to date have included a Mayor.

The deal on the table for Norfolk and Suffolk is indeed ambitious. As you know, it includes new funding of £750m to invest in new infrastructure, £100m of funding to support new homes and an additional £30m to meet housing need in the cities of Ipswich and Norwich; a multi-year transport budget; new powers to improve bus services; devolution of adult education funding and greater local influence in shaping apprenticeship provision; commitments to develop innovative proposals that seek to support people back into work; and commitments to joint working around improving the management of flood risk, boosting productivity and reforming public services. In addition, further benefits will flow to devolution areas that have the appropriate structure – a Mayoral Combined Authority – to receive new powers and funding. One such example is the consideration of strong, ambitious governance as a factor in the allocation of the Local Growth Fund.

We heard from the local business community that they would urge councillors to grasp this opportunity and vote in support of the deal. More than 100 individual local businesses have written in support of the deal. Local residents have also made their voices heard via a telephone survey expressing overwhelming support for new investment across Norfolk and Suffolk to support growth, jobs and skills, which will be secured as part of this Deal. Of those that responded to the survey, a majority were in favour of a Mayor.
As I have indicated above, the deal on the table will not progress without a directly-elected mayor. It is clear that the deal has reached a crunch point and local leaders need to make a decision imminently as to whether to proceed. Undoubtedly, this deal will bring more jobs, more investment and more opportunity to Norfolk. I fully respect that you and your fellow, democratically elected, representatives have the mandate to make this decision on behalf of the communities you serve. If your decision was not to proceed with the deal, these economic benefits would not be available to Norfolk by any other route. If this were the case, while I would be disappointed, I am clear that Government will continue to work with, and make substantial new investments in, those other local areas which are committed to taking devolution forward.

I am aware that the deal being discussed is currently on the basis of twelve participating councils, excluding those four which did not give consent. I would reassure you that this is not a closed door: once the Mayoral Combined Authority is formed, further authorities are able to join (as constituent or non-constituent members). This would require the Combined Authority to publish and consult on a new governance review and scheme, which would then need to be reflected in a further Parliamentary Order.

I am clear that this deal is the start of a journey, and that further opportunities will follow for Norfolk to take even greater control of its economic destiny. However, this will not be on offer without the successful implementation of this historic first deal and the establishment of the right local structures to take full advantage of the economic gains on offer. We will be seeking formal consent to the final draft Order for this first deal from each of the twelve participating councils in the week commencing 21 November.

In summary, I am convinced that this historic devolution deal will empower local authorities in Norfolk and Suffolk, working together, to make a huge difference to local people’s lives by creating jobs, improving skills, investing in new infrastructure and more. The terms of the deal which local partners have successfully negotiated are clear and ambitious, and I urge you and your colleagues to hold firm and grasp this great opportunity to bring jobs and prosperity to Norfolk and Suffolk.

THE RT HON SAJID JAVID MP